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Abstract. We present an algorithm which computes a minimal length solution of a system of two 
linear diophantine equations with a complexity O( kl’), where k is the number of variables, and 
1 the _-o*-. r AL - -_ ^- --- l11Qn Of the ak%GlriiiC VZltiiX of tt;C CCX%CirZiiiS 01 Lllc 3ysLclIl. ‘~~~ aisll, i,iii~,d”s.~ a ri~w &ciefli 
algorithm which computes a rational expression of hII the solutions of such a system, and we 
give an upper bound in length of the terms of this expression. 
The study of linear diophantine systems arises in many domains, such as integer 
optimization, associative-commutative unification, and even pure associative 
uGfication, since the resolution of dioohantine systems appears in Makanin’s .I . 
asgorithm [lo]. 
En [ 113, we introduced an algorithm to compute the rational expression of the 
solutions of a diophantine equation. This algorithm is based upon a particular finite 
automaton which recognizes the set of solutions. The same structure is used by 
Fortenbacher in his algorithm for diophantine equations [2], but the methods for 
computing minimal solutions difier. In this work, we show that a similar result holds 
for a system of two equations. 
Let k be a positive integer. A system of two linear diophantine equations with k 
unknowns may be written Ax = b, where 
A=!a&. ,_ 2.1- I_ A~ZZxh and h=(h,,bl)~ 
The set of sd.hons of sucks a system is then 
We are interested here in computing a 
an a representation of till the soluti 
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homogeneous, S is a substractive submonoid of N“. This submonoid may be 
represented by i&s 5nitc b&s Y, which is the subset of minimal elements of S\(O] 
for the natural partial order on N”. In the general case, S is a rational part of N” 
[6,3], of :fle form X i P , where X ic the finite set of minimal elements of S, and ..Y .a_” -1. 
Y is the basis of solutions of ,4x = 0. 
We will present three algorithms: 
(1) computation of a minimal length solution; 
(2) computation of all minimal solutions; 
(3) computation of the basis of solutions of an homogeneolts system. 
In the description of the algorithms, we will make use of list structures. We recall 
that a Zist is 
either nil (the empty list), 
= eit+,er a pair Z = (J’, r), where f is t5;~ 2;’ %; c”Zment of the list, and r is a list, called 
rest of the list 1. 
We define the three following operations on lists: 
(1) If I = (f, r) is a non-ernptl’ i;ct thpn ti=t( J\ =J J ..O&, . ..U.. J .“I \‘, 
(2) If Z = (9; r) is a non-empty list, then rest(Z) = r. 
(3j If I,, I2 are two lists, then 
concatenation ( I, , Zz) = 
nil, then Z2 else 
(jirst( I,), concatenation( rest( Z,), I,)). 
In the following, < will designate the natural partial order on W”, and sileX the 
lexicographical order on N”. 
2. A finite automaton recognizing § 
Let k be a positive integer, A=(c~~),.+~~,~~~~~E Zzxli, b=(b,, bz)~Z2, and S= 
r $Cpjk. +Xb). . a ri 
For all i9 1 d id k, let 
a; = (0,. . . ,O &O, . . . ,O) E N”. 
-‘II 
i-l k-i 
Let C = {ai: 1 d i < k? the basis of N”. 
S being a rational part of k, there exists a tinite C-automaton which recognizes 
S. We will build explicitlv such an automaton. and use it to compute a minimal 
length eiement of S, and the rational expression of S, 
Let al,k+, = 4,) and 82,k+a =-4~. Let 
For all i, 3 d i 6 k, let ai = (ali, azi). Let 
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Let & be a C-automaton defined by d = (Q, I. T, F), where 
F=((q9 Cl, q+qi): qE Q, 1 C is k, q+qiE Q}* 
d recognizes S. 
roof. Let us show that Idi c S. We first prove the following property. For all x E N”, 
and for all p, q E Q, if there exists a path from p to q in .fl with label x, then 
q = p -I- Ax. i’he proof is by induction on the length I of x. 
If Z = 0, then x = 0. Let p, q E Q. If there exists a path from p to q in & with label 
0, then we have q = p = p + A.O. So the proposition is satisfied for Z = 0. 
Let us suppose that the proposition is satisfied for all x in N” such that 1x1= 1. 
Let XE? y” such that 1x1 = ‘I 1 L I . If there exists A mm+h ‘*A* cl yur11 IIUlII p to q in * .d with label x, 
then this path ends with some transition (q,, Ci,, qj. We then have x = xl + ai,, 
where x, is the label of some path from p to q1 in &. Since Ix,1 = I, we may apply 
the induction hypothesis, and we obtain q, = p + Ax,. Moreover, we have q = q1 -I- Qi, 
by definition of J& SO, q = p + Ax, + Ci, = p + AX, + Aci, = p + A(x, + vi,) = p + AX. 
From this property, we obtain l&l = {x E N”: there exists a path from 4 to 0 in 
& with label x) c {XE Nk: 0 = -h+ Ax) = S. Let UC show that SC I&I. Let Q, = 
[--I,, Z,] x C-p,, p2]. We prove the following property. For all x E N”, and for all 
q E Q, , if q + Ax = 0, then there exists a path from q to 0 in .aP with label x 0nre 
again, the proof is by induction on the length 2 of x. 
If i = Cl, then T = 0. Let: q E Q:. if q-G.0 =-I 0, rhen q = 0; co these exists a path 
frgm tJ lo 0 ifi .\d with label 0. So the proposition is satisfied fGi ! = 0. 
Let us suppose that the proposition is satisfied for all x in N” such that 1x1 s Z. 
Let x E N” such that 1x1 = I+ 1, and q E Q, such that q + Ax = 0. We may set x = 
c 1:: gi,. We have then 
l-l-1 /+I :+i 
4 = -A jz, ai, = - C Aci, = -_ lI Qii, 
j=l ,i= 1 
SO q+CI+: ai,=O. 
Let P,=Q,n(N”xNj, P2=Q,n(Z_0Vj, P3=Q,n( j, mQl a”4=CPin 
(N x z*Ji T)~P prnhlem h&nu symm~trir: by mtatirw IQP - 1-m__.. - “smB L vrurcrva., vie miy izssuxe that q c P, ‘U I’Wj . 
Three cases may occur: 
(1) q = 0. Then any of the (q + ai,)S is in Qr . Let 
(!I = 4 + Q and we have qr -I-AX, 
q -f- Ax = 0. Since lx,, I= I, we obtain from othesis that there exists 
a path from q! to 0 in & with label x,. s a transition of d, 
ere exists a path from q to 0 in d with label x, + c,, = x 
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(2) 9 F 0 and there exists an r, 1 d r G I + 1, such that a,, E P3 u (0). Then we have 
9 + wi, ts Q, . M’e conclude as in case ( 1). 
(3) 9 # 0 and no a,, is in P3 u {O}. Then clearly, some LP,,S are in Yz u P4. In effect, 
$f jr_ rb’rtre not soi they U/o,l_lId aii be in P,, &lid $$@ &ari'd 1: --'- 1 gl+l - ,'_ __&4-\ir 12 . ffi r--s* _ . _I_ i ~I; . __ Lci 
I 
x= I- CT. -1, C P,uPa I,* We will show that there exists xz, 0 < x2 6 x’, and i path in 
d issukd from 0 with label x2 satisfying the following properties: 
All states on the path except the first and the last dre in P, u P4. 
The last state of the math is ir? &L! (0). 
We construct such a path in the following way: 
We take a first ti’,, in Pz u PG. 
Then, iteratively, if the path ends in P?, we take an u,, in Pb, and if it ends in 
F4, we take one in P?, until the path ends in P, or P3 u (0) or it ends in one of 
the P,,, P4 and the other is empty. 
If the path ends in P3 u {0), we win. 
If it ends in PI, then we lose. We eliminate all the ai:s that we had taken, and 
we start bui!ding another path with the remainder of the w, s in Pi u _P4. 
If it ends in one of the E, P4, for example R, and the other is empty, then all 
the paths we have built end in P, and P?. Moreover, the remainder of the ai,s 
are themselves in P, and P,. That is impossible, since in that case we would have 
9+C::: ai, f 0. 
It ih easy to verify that, if we translate such a path “00 9, it remains in Q and ends 
in Q, . We then set x1 = x -x2, 9, = 9 + Ax, -, and ave have 9, t Ax, = 
4 + Ax,+ A(x -x2) = 9 + Ax = 0. Since [x,1 s I, we obtain from the induction 
hypothesis that there exists a path from 9, to 0 in & with label x1. And since there 
exists a path from 9 to 91 in & with label x2, there exists a path from 9 to 0 in & 
with iabel X, + _Y: = x. 
Since -b E Qr , we obtain from this property: S = {X E N’: -b + Ax = 0) c {x E N”: 
there exists a path from -b to 0 in & with label x} = I&I. 0 
3. Cmiqmiailon of $ miniiiia: lei@i ss:atisii 
3.1. The ??xwetical result 
Let Ax = b be a system of two equations. If b = 0, then trivially, 0 is a minimal 
!u!+t- . I~~l~jclI ,,!..d.A_ -_r *I2 ^..^ L^__ P- --.- ciuturrvil VA LIlb Jy31L111. 3w Wb ixj- _-___._ _ ct ..& c_Ln aziJLli11L lllLlU ii f ii. LeLi Iti _A L__ _-_* r l_?L UliJ I- 
automaton of Section 2. As a direct corollary of Proposition 2.1, we have the 
following result. 
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3.2. 7%~ algorithm 
For reasons of simplicity, we choose the following set of states: 
The=, the &orithm for computing the label of a shortest path from -B to 0 in & 
may be written as follows: 
fUUCtiOf! minSOZ((aij),c;-~2,,cj"k, (61, lb)): 
begin 
Ql,k+l:= -b, ; az,k+, := -b,; 
1, := filax,,,,,la,il; 12:= max,,,,, Q,i; 
&, ;= iilax,,,,ojazij; jlz ;I maXa2, =o azi; 
for q, := -21, to 21, alo for q2:= --2pl, iu 2ps do 
if -lSq,SI, or -pl s qz s pl then T[q, , q2] := non-visited; 
T[- 6, , -h2] := visited; 
=_ ,... T = _- 
XI:= ((0, t-b, -bd), nrll; 
repeat 
Xy2 := nil; 
repeat 
(4 (419 q,2)):=$f~~(Xi!; 
X, := rest(X,); 
fori:=l tokds 
begin 
r, := 9, +a,,; r5:= qr+ff,;; 
if (r, , rl) = (0,O) then return x + Ui eise 
if -21, G r, d 21, and -2p, S r, d 2p, then 
if -I, S r, d 1, or -p, S r2 5 p2 then 
if T[r, , rz] = non-&red then 
begin 
T[r,, rJ:= kvs&?id; 
X2:=t(X+"i,(rt, b)h x*1 
end 
end 
until , =nil; 
__ _- 
At+A2 
until X, = nil: 
return false 
emib; 
Function mind returns 3! xxi?irrimr?ii !er.gth element nf .f?’ Jf S f $!,3r.:! $!.sf if S =.= 8. 
Let I = max(l,, I?, p,, p2). If is clear t plexity of this algosit is 
bounded by (o( k[Qi) = O( kl’) elementary 
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omputat!on of all minimal solutions 
Let k be a pcsitive integer, A = (a& ;- 2,1- i- .r; E 2xh, b=(ki,,b,)EZ’, S= 
ix E Nk: Ax = b}, and X the subset of minimal e!e-ments of S. 
4.1. Characterization of the minimal elements 
If b = 0, then X = {0}, so we may assume that 8 # 0. Let d be any C-automaton 
of Section 2. We have the following result. 
Proposition 4.1. For all x in S, x E X if no path from - 41 to P in & with label x passes 
twice by a same state. 
ProoK Let So be the set of solutions of Ax = 0. Let x in S. IT x E! ,X then we may 
set x = x, -I- x2, with x, E S, and xZ E S,,\(O). Since & recognizes S, there exists a path 
from -6 to 0 in & with label x,, and since (0, {O), (0}, F) recognizes So, there 
exists a non-empty path from 0 to 0 in .ti with label x2. So there exists a path from 
-6 to 0 in d with label x which passes twice by 0. Conversely, if there exists a 
path from -6 to 0 with label x which passes t,vice by a state 9, then we may set 
x = x, +x2 =I- x3, with x2 # 0, where xl is the label of a path from -b to 9, x2 the 
label of a path from 9 to 9, and x3 the label of a path from 9 to 0. Since x2 is the 
label of a path from 9 to 9, we have Ax2 = 0 (cf. proof of Proposition 2.11, and so 
x2 E S,,\(O). Moreover, x, +x3 is the label of a path tram -6 to 0, and since & 
recognizes S, x, -t x3 E S. Hence, x 65 X. El 
4.2. A bound on the length of the elements of X 
Let L=(4,+4~f~)(PI.tu”.!f1)f2(41f4~)(pi +p?). We have the following result. 
Proposition 4.2. max,,_x[xi s L - 1. 
roof. WC ixiy choose the set of states, Q = Q+ I[t follows immediately from 
Proposition 4.1 that the length of all x in X is bounded by IQl- 1. In effect, if x E S 
and 1x12 1 QI, then every path in & issued from -6 with label x passes twice by a 
same state. Finally, we have 
lQi=(4, I-42+~)(p,+p~+~)+p~(4,+4~)+4,(p,+p~) 
+P,U, +- 4,)+ 4Z(P, +pz) 
4.3. An a4goriihm to compute X 
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For all 1, 1 s Id L- 1, let Xr = {X E X: /xi= 1). Then, according to Proposition 4.1, 
we have for all !, 15 i G L - 1 Y X1 = X,,. From this result and Proposition 4.2, we 
obtain X = U,. /- I__I Xl,,,. 
We will now describe 35 efficient way to compute the X,,o. For all x in N’ such 
that there exists a path Issued from -6 with label x, we define 2 = (x, Q.r), where 
Q.,. is the set of all states met by all paths issued from 4 with label x. For all I, 
0 < I d L - 1, and for all q ti Q, Let X,,, = {%xEX,,,,.}. Let I,OsI<t-1,andqEQ. 
We define the ith transition T; of X,,, by 
We denote by 7r the prcjection from Nk x 9(Q) to N”. Let Z, , . . = , Z,, c N’ x g(Q). 
We define the fusion 4 of the family (2,) . e . , Z,,) by 
&L.*,Z1)= u : .YE 
1 - i- )I,( Y. R )c Z, 
X Ii- I.‘{ = 4hW,.,): 1 “isk,pEQ,y+a,=q). 
Therefore, for all I, 0 s ! < L - 1, the X1+ ,+ --s may be computed from the X,,qs, the 
initialization of the algorithm being given by 
X,.-b = HO, C-b))), and 
X o,y = 14 for all q # 4. 
Finally, the X,,Os may be deduced from the 7 _ h,,o~ by the trivial reiation 
We remark that 
ah transitions of an empty X,,,, are empty, 
since all ri( X,,,) are empty when ai = 0, we no not need to compute them, 
s it is riot useful to compute any transition of an &, since Xl.O,o’ X. 
We use the same automaton as in Subsection 3.2. The algorithm may be written 
as follows: 
function rninsols ((a,,),_ ;. ?,,. j_li, (b,, fh)): 
begin 
qkt-1 := 
-6, ; a-7,A+, := -6,; 
I! := max,,,. ola,il; b,:= max:?,, wit u,,; 
F, := max,z,5 &c, I; pz := mm,, -() Q?$ ; 
X := nil; 
or q, := -21, to 212 do for qz := - to 23 40 
9f -I,Sq,d, OF -p,cq+p-, n X,[q,, q;] := r?il; 
X&--h 9 -A]:= ((0, (i-h,, -b,))), nib); 
repeat 
for q, := -21, fo 212 
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if -1, G 4, s 12 or -PI 6 42 6 pz then X,[ qi, qJ := nil; 
for q, := -A, to 21, do for q2 := -2p, to 2p, 
if - 1, S q, G l2 or -p, 6 qz =S pz then 
f X,[q, , q2] # nil then 
for i:= 1 to k do if (a, ;, a,i) # (0,O) then 
begin 
r,‘=q,+a,i; i;z:‘fj2+Ci?j; 
if -21, S r, s 21, md -2p, s r,.< 2p, then 
if -1, S r, S l2 OP -p, d r2 d p,_ then 
X2[r,, rJ:=fusion(X,[r,, rzJ, transition(X,[q,, q2], i, (r,, h))) 
end; 
X := concatenation(X, projectionCXz[O, 01)); 
X2[0, 0] := nil; 
empty := true; 
for q, := -21, to 21? do for qz := -2p, to 2p, do 
if -I, G q, d l2 or -p, d qz d pz ihen 
begin 
if X2h 9 s21 P isil then empty := false; 
X,[q, Y 421 i= X2h 9 q2l 
end; 
until empty; 
return X 
end; 
if X = nil then return nil else 
begin 
(x, P) :=Jim( X); 
if qE P then return ((X+Ui, 8% (q)), irYrrnsition(rest(x), i, q)) he 
return transition (xst( X), i, q) 
end 
end; 
function fusion (X, , X,): 
begin 
if x, = nil hen return X2 else 
if A’2 -- rd diremr return X, else 
begin 
(x,, P,b=jirst(X,); 
(x2, iy:=jrssl(X,j; 
x1 %x x2 return ((x, , 
x2 <Iru x’, 
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return ((x, , P, u l?), fusion( rest(X,), rest( X2))) 
function projection (X ): 
begin 
if X = rr-ii then return Nil eke 
begin 
(x, P) :=first( X); 
return (x, projection (rest ( X j j j 
end 
end; 
the list of Ihe minimal solutions of Ax = 6 in the 
length-lexicographical order. 
§. Basis of solutions of a homogeneous system 
Let k be a posttive integer, A = (aii),_ iCF2,,. j- I\ E Z2x’, § = (XE N”: Ax = 0}, and 
Y the basis of S. 
5.1. Characterization of Y 
Let & = (Q, (01, (01, F) be any C-automaton of Section 2. We have the following 
result. 
P-Dposition §.I. For all x in S\(O), XE Y ifl no path in d from 0 r’o 0 with label x 
passes ,twice by the same state after leaving 0. 
Proof. Let x in S\(O). If x E Y’:, then we may set x = x, +x2, with x1, x2 E S\(O). 
These exists a non-empty path from 0 to 0 in J&’ with label x,, and a non-empty 
path from 0 to 0 in ~4 with label x2. So there exists a path from 0 to 0 in & with 
label x which passes twice by 0 after leaving 0. Conversely, if Ptere exists a path 
from 0 to 0 with label x which passes twice by a state q after leaving 0, then we 
may set x=x,+x2+x3, with x,+x,, x-, f 0, where x, is the label of a path from 0 
to q, x2 the label of a path from q to q9 and x7 the label of a path from q to 0. Since 
x-, is the label of a path from q to q, we have Ax, = 0 (cf. proof of Proposition ?.I), 
and so x2 E s\(O). Moreover, x, P x3 is the label of a patit from 0 to 0, and since d 
recognizes S, xl +x3 E S\(O). Hence, x e Y. q 
5.2. A bsmd on the length C$ the eiements qj’ Y 
Let L be as in Subsection 4.2. We have the following res 
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Propiosition 5.2. max,., i’ 1 )?I 5 L. 
Proof. Let Q = Qo. If follows immediately from Floposition 5.1 that the length of 
aii y in y IS bounded by @I. in effect, if x E S and [xl:, lQ[, then all paths in & 
issued from 0 with label x pass twice by the same state after ieaving 0. 
IQI=L. !Z 
5.3. An algorithm to compute Y 
For all I, 0~ I< L, and for all q E Q, let Y,,,, be the set uf all x in N’ such that 
I4 = 1, 
there exists a path from 0 to q in & with label x, and 
no path from 0 to q with label x passes twice by the same state after leaving 0. 
For all I, 1 s IS L, !ef Y = (u F Y: 1 y! = I). Then, according to Proposition 51: 
we have for ali 5 li d I d L, Y, = Y,,,,. From this result and Proposition 5.2, we obtain 
Y = U,_ I- L Y,,(). We compute the Y,,,)s in the same way as the &Is in Subsection 3.2. 
Enr all Y ;r XI rk . v. U.. .-_ a&i i . c,,r#, that thprp P,r;ctc c, ticaclr ;PP~.cA f’-‘,,- fi . . ..+I. l-L-1 - ..~a n-l&i-a ““II. C.‘CI_ ii-ii? -_.“-ICCti ” y44lrl Id3UkU I ?Lrrra t, WILlI IalICI A.- WL ULIIIIL 
k I= (x, OS), where Qr is the set of all states met by all paths issued from 0 with 
label x after leaving 0. For all 1, 0~ 1 s k, and for all q E Q, let Y,_y = {X: x E Y,,,,}. _- 
Let 1, 0~ I < L, and q E Q. We define the ith transition 7; of Y,,, as in Subsection 
3.2. We denote by 7r the projection from N/‘ x P(Q) to N”. Let Z, , . . . , Z,, c N” x 
P(Q). We define the fusion 4 of the family (2, , . . . , Z,J as in Subsection 3.2. It is 
clear that for all 1, 0 s 1-c L, and for all q E Q 
Y/+ I.,, = 444 Y1.p): 1 si&,pEQ,p+a,=q). 
Therefore, for ail I, OS i < L, the Y I+l.CIs may be computed f~on- tire &,s, the 
initialization of the algorithm being given by: 
- = ((0, a)}, and Y \i.ii -- 
Y o,q :- B for all y # 0. 
Finally, we have for all 1, 1 5 1~ L, Y,,. = n( Y,,& 
We remark that 
all transitions of an empty Y,,(, are empty, 
since Y, = ( a,: u, = 0) and all ri( Y,,(,) are empty when d > 0 and ai = 0, we do not 
need to compute them, 
it is not useful to compute any transition of an Y,,cI, I> 0, since Y,,,, c Y. 
Using the same automaton as in Subsection 3.2, thy algorithm may be written as 
f0li0ws: 
fmction ha ris ( ( a,, ) , . I’ 7.1- 1’ d: 
begin 
I, := max,,,,. ,,la,J; i,:- max,,,, + U,i; 
ax,,,#. p2 :== max,,,, .(, a,,; 
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fm qj := -21, to 21? 0 for qz := -2n, ts 21)z 
a- -I, s q, d 12 qPr -pi d q, d pz ther?i Y,[q, , y2j := nil; 
V[O, 01 := ((0, (d), nil); 
repeat 
for q1:= -21, to 212 0 for qz := -2p, to 2p, do 
if -1, c q, S 1, or -pl s qz < pz then K[ q, , q2] := nil; 
for q, := -21, to 21, do for q2 := -2p, to 2g, 
if -1’,‘-q,S1, or --v”,sq+pz t[taew 
if Y,[ q, , q?] # nil then 
for i := 1 to k do if (a, ;, a,;) f (0,O) then 
begin 
Y,:= q,+oli; r,:= q?+a,;; 
if -21, S y1 d 21, aad -2p, d Y? d 2p, then 
it -l,st, S I-, or -p, s r1 d pz then 
Y&L kl:=fusion( Y2[&2], trunsition( Y,[q,, q?], i, (Y,, L))) 
end; 
Y := corwatenation( Y, projection( Y,[O, 01)); 
Yz[O, 0] := nil; 
empty := true; 
fw ql := -21, to 21? do for qz := -2p, to 2p, do 
if -1, d q, G lz of -pI s qz s pz thenr 
begin 
if YJeal3 q J # nil then empty := false; 
K[q, 9 421:’ Y,hl, szl 
end; 
until empty; 
return Y 
end; 
Functions :ransition, fusion and projection are defined as in Subsection 3.2. 
Function basis returns the list of the elements of the basis of solutions of Ax = 0 
in the length-lexicograghical order. 
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